Our New Creative Learning Journey in Year 5…..

View Masters

LITERACY, COMMUNICATION AND
LANGUAGE

MATHEMATICS AND COMPUTING

During this half term, we will be focusing on the
Our focus this half term will be around children’s understanding of number up to a million
the story book “The Viewer” by Shaun and beyond. This will include reading, writing,
Tan and Gary Crew. The children will ordering and comparing the
numbers. We will then look at
actively explore a range of features
through drama techniques. They will addition and subtraction
through a variety of problem
learn how to use
figurative language solving contexts, focusing on
to create an image in developing the children’s
reasoning skills. There is a big
the reader’s mind.
push this half term to learn our times tables,
These skills will be
used to improve their please take the opportunity to practise as much as
possible at home.
creative writing.
There is also going to be a strong focus
on the correct use of punctuation.
EXPRESSIVE ARTS AND DESIGN
UNDERSTANDING THE WORLD
We will be designing and
creating our own view
As a year group
master discs, drawing on our
we will be
understanding of key events
exploring the
in the universe. Children will
universe,
be given the opportunity to improve their
looking at our
sketching skills through the use of guided
solar system
drawing sessions. They will also create their
then gradually
own healthy meal for an alien, in order to
bringing it
educate them about balanced lifestyles.
down to earth. We will be
investigating our impact on the planet
and how this has changed over time.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
PSHE AND RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
We will be looking at healthy eating this
half term, discussing how it affects our
bodies. R Time will play a key role in
helping children to continue to develop
their awareness of others.

We are exploring invasion
games, learning how to work
as a team and develop ball
skills through football. Please
remember to have a named PE
kit at school all week.

